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A one-dimensional theory of operation of the double crystal acoustic interferometer is 
presented. The theory is sufficiently general to include both resonance and off resonance opera- 
tion and any amount of acoustic loading of the crystals. The effects of holder losses and elec- 
trical loading of the receiver crystal are also included. A relation is developed which can be 
used to obtain values of the acoustic velocity and absorption coefficient of the coupling medium 
from the experimental measurements. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

UMEROUS experimental investigations on 
the acoustic properties of gases and liquids 

have been carried out with single crystal acoustic 
interferometers. In such instruments a standing 
wave system is set up between the crystal and a 
parallel reflector. In the arrangement commonly 
used, the change in the acoustic reaction on the 
crystal as the spacing between reflector and 
crystal is varied manifests itself as a change in 
current in some branch of the electric circuit 

which is used to excite the piezoelectric crystal. 
Appropriate analysis of the relation between 
measured current and separation distance yields 
values of the acoustic velociW and absorption 
coefficient of the fluid in the interferometer. t-4 

In this analysis the electrical impedance of the 
crystal is represented by a comparatively simple 
lumped constant circuit. A change in the acoustic 
load on the crystal results in a change in value 
of some of the lumped circuit parameters. This 
representation is appropriate when the discussion 
is limited to a restricted band of frequencies 
about any given frequency. The values of the 
lumped circuit constants are then functions of 
the given frequency. Operation in the neighbor- 
hood of a resonant frequency of the crystal has 
been more important experimentally, and has 
received the major emphasis in the theoretical 
analyses. 

If the procedure of many investigations is 
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followed, it is necessary in order to obtain reason- 
ably accurate values of the acoustic absorption 
coefficient that the reflector and crystal be very 
closely parallel, since the shape of one or more of 
the observed peaks in the current versus reflector 
separation function is necessary to the calcula- 
tion.• • These shapes are altered drastically if the 
reflector and crystal are shifted out of parallel by 
a small amount. Obviously, as the operating 
frequency is increased, this requirement becomes 
more exacting. • 

As indicated in the above references, the theory 
of the single crystal acoustic interferometer has 
been extensively discussed in the literature. This 
paper is concerned with the development of a 
one4imensional theory of operation of the 
double crystal acoustic interferometer. The 
analysis is based upon formulas derived from 
the fundamental piezoelectric relations for non- 
isotropic media. ? The results obtained are suf- 
ficiently general to include both resonance and 
off resonance operation and any amount of 
acoustic loading of the crystals by the coupling 
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of crystal geometry with both 
electrical and mechanical terminating impedances indi- 
cated. 
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FIG. 2. Driver crystal and terminations. 

medium. The effects of the holder losses and the 

electrical termination of the receiver crystal are 
included in the analysis. A simplified set of for- 
mulas for the case of light loading, i.e., a gas as 
the coupling medium, is obtained and applied to 
a particular experimental arrangement. In the 
following work it is assumed that the wave-length 
of the sound is small compared to the dimensions 
of the crystal face and that the spacing between 

crystals is not too great, so that diffraction effects 
can be neglected. • 9 Since losses in the interior of 
the crystal are usually much smaller than losses 
in the crystal holder and the coupling medium, 
they have not been included. In addition, it is 
assumed that crystals are excited in a pure 
thickness mode of vibration of the piston type. 7 
The effect of the "temperature waves" of Herz- 
feld on the input acoustic impedance into the 
crystals has not been considered. jø 

The main result of the analysis is an expression 
which relates the voltage across the receiver 
crystal to driver voltage, acoustic constants of 
the coupling medium (velocity and absorption 
coefficient), losses in the holders, and the electrical 
termination of the receiver crystal. This formula 
can be used to determine the acoustic velocity 
and absorption coefficient from experimental 
measurements made with the interferometer. 

H. GENERAL ANALYSIS** 

The problem considered in this paper may be 

FIG. 3. Receiver crystal and terminations. 

stated as follows. Given two crystals arranged 
parallel to each other and separated by a distance 
L (see Fig. 1) to determine the voltage Ea B 
generated by the receiver crystal B as a function 
of the following quantities: (a) voltage Ea s 
across the driver crystal A. (b) mechanical loads 
Zn 't, Zn • due to the crystal holders on crystal A 
and B, respectively, (c) electrical load CL across 
the receiver crystal, (d) the values of the quan- 
tities p, V, ot characterizing the coupling medium, 
(e) constants of the crystals. 

If the electrical input impedance of the gene- 
rator which supplies the driving voltage Ez• a is 
small compared to the electrical input impedance 
of the driving crystal A at all times, then we can 
assume a constant driving voltage Ea A. The 
analysis of the problem then requires expressions 
for the following three quantities: 

(a) Velocity amplitude of the driver crystal, 
(b) acoustic input impedance into the le[t-hand [ace of 

crystal B (x = L ), 
(c) amplitude of the voltage generated by the receiver 

crystal B. 

We will consider these quantities in the order 
indicated. In the following the resonant fre- 
quencies of a lightly loaded crystal are defined 
to be the frequencies at which the input electrical 
impedance characteristic passes through minima. 
An accompanying paper in this journal on low 
loss crystal systems should be consulted with 
regard to the approximation To = r used in parts 
of this paper. 

(a) Velocity amplitude of the driver crystal 

We wish to obtain the velocity amplitude •a of the face of the crystal A in contact with the coupling 
medium, as indicated in Figs. 1 and 2. The mechanical impedance into the holder is indicated by 
Zn a, the driving voltage by E• a, and the mechanical impedance into the coupling medium by Z•t •. 

Fr6m p. 156 of the Design of Crystal Vibrating Systems, hereafter abbreviated CVS, it follows that 7 

-- (cos'•+j(Z,'i/Zo) sin•) (1 --cos•) -- (Zu a cos•-½jZ0 sin•) ((j/Zo) sin•) 
= , (1) 

(cos'r• +j(Zna/Zo) sin•) (Z u'•) + (Zn '• cos• +jZo si n•3 

• M. Grabau, J. Acous. Soc. Am. 5, I (1933). x0 K. F. Her2feld, Phys. Rev. 53, 899 (1938). 
• E. Gross•nann, Physik. Zeits. 35, 83 (19.t4). ** A table of notation is included in Appendix II. 
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where 

3,c = 2•rfLc/Vc. (2) 

Appendix D of CVS indicates the changes in definitions of symbols that are necessary in order to 
apply the formulas of Part I I of CVS to thickness modes. It should be noted that the expressions we 
use in this paper have been obtained by neglecting certain terms which involve the square of the 
coupling coefficient. We introduce the shorthand notation 

1•2 = ED A U•(f, Zvt •, Za•), (3) 

wheref is the frequency and Z,u '4 and Za a are the mechanical load impedances. Zn A is the impedance 
into the holder and Z.u • is the impedance into the bounding medium. Special cases of particular 
interest for the double crystal acoustic interferometer will now be discussed. 

Case 1 

The impedance of the holder can be neglected. This means that ZH •t is zero, and the resistive 
component of the impedance Zu • is the controlling loss component. 

The expression (2) then simplifies to the form 

- cos%(1 - cosT•) + sln-ø% 1 - cos?• 
•}• = •Et> ] or • = •ED ] . (4) 

Z.u • cos•,+jZo sin• Z.u • cosT•+jZ0 sin• 

The first resonant frequency of the free crystal is given by T• =,. If the load does not appreciably 
shift this remnant frequency, then the condition T,= • will yield a very good approxi•nation to the 
resonant frequency of the loaded crystal. 

Equation (4) simplifies to 
= - (s) 

Case 2 

The holder impedance is purely resistive, that is, ZH '• is a real number. Equation (2) then yields the 
following: 

(cosTc +jA sin•,•) (1 - cos•,) + ( - sin•,½ +A cos•) (si 

(cos•+jA sin•)Z u n + (A cos•+j sin•)Z0 

where A =Zua/Za (a real numbe0. This form reduces to 

(cos•+jA sin•) - 1 

• = - •Eøn /Zø(cos•+jA sin•)Z•n /Zo+ (A cos•+j sin•)' (7) 
The first resonant frequency of the crystal is given very clo•ly by •, = v if the load does not appre- 
ciably shift the remnant freqnency of the free crs•tal. If •,= • the expression (7) r•uces to 

• = ( - •ED•/Zo) (2/(Z,u-•/Z0) +A). (8) 

(b) Acoustic Input Impeduce into C•stal (see Fig. 3) 

X[% require an expression for the acoustic input imbalance into the left face of co'stal B. This 
will involve the mechanical impedance of the holder Zu •, the electrical load across the crystal, and 
the frequency. 

From p•es 160 and 161 of CVS we have 

Z• • 012j(l - cos•) + (Zu•/Zo) sine,I+ (Zu•/Zo) cos•,+j sin•½ 
= , 

Z0 cos7, +j(Z•/Zo) sin• + 0 sin•, 

where 0 = E•oø/•0(C0+ C•)Zo3. 
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This formula holds for a pure capacitive load Cr.. The quantity Zn • is the mechanical impedance 
of the holder. 

The acoustic input impedance Z• • can be obtained from (9) by multiplying by pc Vc since 
Zw•= A,Z• B and Zo= Acp• V•. 

We thus obtain for the acoustic input impedance into the crystal 

0[-2j(1 -cos?c) -3- (Zn•/Zo) sin?c-] q- (ZnB/Zo) cos•c+j sin,c 
Z• • = pc V• , (10) 

cosTc+ 0 sin,c+j(Zu•/Zo) sin,c 

where 0 = [q2/c0(C0q- CL)Zo-]. 
The electrical load is the capacity C,, and the mechanical impedance of the holder is Zn •. 
Two special cases of this formula are of interest. 

Case 1 

The impedance of the holder can be neglected. This means that the quantiW Zn a is zero. 
Expression (10) reduces to the form 

20(1 - cosT•) +sin•c 
, (11) 

cos•c+ 0 sinTc 
or 

20 rants/2 q- 1 
Z•=JPcV*' , (12) 

0 + 1 

where 0 = [q•/•(Co+ C•)Zo•. 
The first resonant frequency as determined from the input electrical impedance characteristic is 

given closely by T•= r if the mechanical loading is not too great. If T,= r, 

Z• • = -jp, g•40. (13) 
Case 2 

The holder impedance is a pure resistance that is Zn • is a real number. Equation (10) then yields 
the following: 

B[O sin?• +cos•c-] +j[-20(1 - cosy•) + sin3,•-] 
Z• • = 9• V•, 

[-0 sinyc+cOsyc• +jB sin?c (14) 

where O=[-•/co(Coq-CL)Zo -] and B=Zn•/Zo. 
If the mechanical loads are small the first resonant frequency of the crystal is given closely by 

'•c=r. Expression (14) then becomes 

= pc 40). (lS) 
(c) Voltage Generated by Crystal (see 

Fig. 4) 

An expression for the voltage generated by a 
crystal as a function of the pressure applied to a 
face and as a function of the electrical load (the where 
capacity Cg) across the crystal and mechanical 

Z0 
load of the holder can be readily obtained (see Z•=-- 
pages 165-166 of CVS). 

This expression is 

1 •E• a Z• tango/2-j(Z•/Zo) 

Z. q- Z L 2 tan3,c/2-j(ZnB/Z0) ' 

(Zn•/Zo) cos?,+j sinT, 

(16a) 

•--2(1 cos.r•)+j(Z•/Zo) ß , (16b) • Sln•/e 
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and 

Z,•= -Ej/,o(c.+c•)-l. (16c) 

As a shorthand notation we let 

E• B = --pewE. 

We consider severaI special cases of this 
general expression. 

Case I 

The holder impedance is negligible, that is, the 
quantity Zn B is zero. For this condition (16) 
reduces to 

(1/g)(E•B/P")=-•(Z•/Z,+ZL), (17a) 
where 

Z• = --j(Zo/2 q2) (1/tanyd2), (17b) 
and 

Z = --j/','( Co+ CO. ( l ?c) 

When T•=•r Eq. (17b) reduces to Z,=0. 

Cas• 2 

The holder impedance is resistive, i.e., Zn n is 
a real number. Let Z,e/Zo=B. Then (16) 
becomes 

where 

1 ER a Zg tanTd2-jB 
08a) '• '•P• = Z•+Z• 2 tan•dZ-jB' 

Za B cos** +j siny, 

Z, = vx _ 2(1 - cosy,) +jB sin'r,' (18b) 
and 

Zr.= -Ej/co(Co+Cg)-]. (18c) 

When the loads are not too great the first 
resonant frequency of the crystal is given closely 
by •,= •r. Equations (18) reduce to the following 
forms when ?, = •r: 

1 E• n I Zr. 
= , (19a) 

• P• 2 Z,+Z•. 

Z•=Zo/•o • .B/4, (19b) 

Zg= -[jfio(Co+Cg)3. (19c) 

Having obtained formulas for the various quan- 
tifies of interest, we will proceed with the analysis 
of the double crystal interferometer. Reference 
should be made to Fig. 1 and Fig. 5. At x = L the 

acoustic impedance looking to the rigtit is the 
input acoustic impedance into the crystal B. We 
designate this by Z, •. Its form is given by the 
expressions (10), (11), and (14). We can obtain 
the acoustic input impedance looking to the 
right at the right-hand face of crystal A by 
utilizing the expression (3) in Appendix I. The 
quantity •p in this expression can be determined 
from the boundary condition Z=Z•, • at x-=L, 
i.e., 

Z• • = o V(I/1 -j(a/2•r)) 
Xtanh[•p- (jcoL/V)--a(L/X)-]. (20) 

The origin is chosen as the reference point so 
that a = 0. We can solve for f and obtain 

Z•[1 --j(a/2•r)] jo•L L 
•= tanh -• + +a--. (21) 

oV V X 

If we now let x = 0 in expression (3) of Appendix I 
(acoustic impedance) and substitute for •p the 
form given in (21), we will obtain the acoustic 
input impedance into the medium at x--O: i.e., 
at the right-hand face of crystal A. The result 
is 

1 tanh[;L+aL--- Z•(O) = p V] -jot/2a' L V X 
Z,a(1 -j(a/2•)) 1 +tanh -• -- (22) 

oV J' 

The mechanical impedance of the load at the 
right-hand face of crystal A is then 

z_u (23) 

where A• is the area of the right-hand face of 
crystal A. The mechanical impedance Z u a can 
be expressed as follows: 

Z •tA = A,o V 1 tan[jCøL+aL--- 
1-ja/2•- L V X 

+tanh-tZ•BCl•Jv("/2•)-] 1, (24) 

FIG. 4. Receiver crystal with acoustic driving pressure and 
voltage generated across a capacitative load indicated. 
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I 
X,O 

FIG. $. Schematic diagram of crystals and terminations. 
The quantities 0, br, • are the density, acoustic velocity, 
and absorption coefficient per wave-length of the coupling 
medium. 

or 

Zua --JAcP V1-jot/2,r tan X 

-J tanh_•Z,e[-1 -/(a/2•)]} (24a) 
pV l' 

The veloci W amplitude at the face of crystal A 
at x=0 can now be obtained in terms of the 

driving voltage Eo a and the mechanical im- 
pedances of the loads Z3F • and Zn a. Formula (3) 
yields the required result. In the short notation 

•--- Eo• Ugf, Z ,, •, Z,,•). (25) 

In order to obtain the voltage across the receiver 
crystal B it is first necessary to know the 
pressure amplitude at the face of this crystal at 
x =L. This pressure Po is readily calculated in 
terms of the velocity amplitude •-% We observe 
that relation (1) of Appendix I on acoustic 
impedance yields at x =L. 

po = 2P+• 
Xexp(--•) sinh[•k--j(oJL/10-- a(L/X)3, (26) 

where •p is given by (21) of this section. At .•=0 
relation (2) of the appendix on acoustic im- 
pedance yields 

• = 2P+• exp(--•b) (1 --/a/2•) cosh•/p V. (27) 

The quantity P+, can be eliminated by com- 
bining these two equations. We obtain 

o V sinh[•b--j(ooL/V) -- a(L/X) ] 
P• = •' (28) 

(1--jot/2a') cosNk 

If we substitute the value of f from (21) and 
perform some algebraic reduction, we obtain 

Z• e 1 
ps =/}a . (29) 

(1 - [Z•S(1 -ja/2•r)/O V] =): cos[(0JL/17) --is(L/X) --j tanh-t[Z,S(1 --ja/2a-)/O VII 

The voltage amplitude across the receiver crystal can noxv be expressed in terms of Pa by utilizing 
(16), (17), or (18) of this section. In short notation 

Ee • = --PsWg. (30) 

The expressions (25), (29), and (30) can now be combined together to give the voltage amplitude 
Ea • across the receiver crystal as a function of the driving voltage E•) 't, the constants of the coupling 
medium p, V, or, the holder impedances Z•t a and Zu • and the electrical load across the receiver 
crystal. We obtain 

EgS= 'Eo •*. (31) 
(1 - [Z•S(1 -j•,/ 2 ,r) / o V-J:) • cos[(,0L/17) --jo,( L /X ) --j tanh-tZ•O(1 --jot/ 2 ,r) / p VJ 

Za B 

The quantities U•, Z, o, Is/n, and Z•t a have been given previously in this section. 

Case of Resonance Operation 

For the case of maximum receiver voltage for a given driver voltage, the quantity • for the 
crystals is closely equal to •r if a gas is the coupling medium. That is, the crystals are operated very 
close to their free resonant frequency. 

V•re assume that both crystals have equal first resonant frequencies and that the holder impedances 
are pure resistances. If • is set equal to •r the formula (31) can be written as follows by utilizing (8), 
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(15), (19), and (24a): 
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(32) 

where 

(1 -- [-Za a (l --ja/2 •r) / o V-I') • cos[ (coL/V) --jot (L/X) --j tanh -t [Z, • (1 -ja/2 a-) / O V-]-] 

U•=-(•/Zo)(2/(Z•ta/Zo)+A), A 

z• 8 = pc Vc(B-4jO), B =Z.8/Z0, 

W• = •/2(Z•/Z,+Z•,), Z,= (Zo/•)(B/4), Z•= -j/•(Co+C•), 

z u • =jA• VO/i -ia/2•) tan[(•L/V) -ja(L/X) -j tanh-•[Z•S (1 -j•/2•)/p 

The areas of the crystals have been taken equal in these expressions. For a meth• of determining 
the quantities A and B see the accompanying paper on low loss c•stal systems. It is clear from the 
form of (32) that for a fixed combination of crystals, electrical load, and coupling medium that the 
character of the received voltage is completely determined by the function 

• (3•) 
cos[ (•L/ • -ia (L/X) -j tan h -t (Z• • (1 -ia/2 r) / • V) •' 

The remaining terms in (32) combine together as a single complex constant which determines the 
amplitude and the pha•. However, relative amplitude and phase can be determined from (33). 

We will now consider expression (32) in detail. The formula (32) can be written as follows: 

cu• 
E•" = Eo•, (34) 

cos[2•(L/X) --ja(L/X) --j tanh-t(Z•S(l -ja/2•)/p • ] 

u• = - (•/zo)(2/(z •/zo) +•), • =z.•/zo, 

z• • = • •,(• - 4jo), • = 

Z M • =jA •p V(1/1 --ja/2•) ta•[2•(L/X) --ja(L/X) -j tach -1 (•ao(l -j•/2•) /p V) ]. 

If we substitute for U• in (34) and rearrange terms we obtain the following: 

C'Eoa 
E• s = (35) 

A cos[2•r(L/X) -ja(L/X) -j tanh-t(Z•(1 --jet/2•r)/o V)3 
+j(A cO V/ Zo) (I/I -ja/2•r) sin[2•(L/X) --ja(L /X ) --j tanh-t(Z•a(1 -jot/2•') / o V) 3 

where 
C' = - (2 •,/Zo) C. 

The quantity AcpV/Zo reduces to oV/ocV• since Zo=Acp•V•. The relation (35) can also be written 
in the form 

C tl 
E•= E• •t, (36) 

sln[2•(L/X) --jot(L/X) --j tanh-'(Z?(1 --jot/ 2a') / O 1/) 
+ tan-t(A/j(o V/oc V•) (1/1 

where 
C" = C'/[-A '- (o V/p, Vc)'(1/1 -ja/2a')•] ;. 
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If we insert the expression for Z• B into (36) we obtain 

C tt 
E• B •-- (37) 

sin ( 2z(L/X ) -ja(L/X ) --j tanh-t[ (pc Vd p V) ( B --4jO) / (1/1 --ja/2v) ] 

where +tan-q-(pc Vdo 10 (A/j/(1 3 } 
0 = •V•(Co+ C•)Zo 

OF 

C tt 

[ L L [ -- (o• Vd9 • (1 -ja/2•) (404j(A +B)) l I 
sin { 2•--ja•+ tan-q ..... / } 

t X X tl+(o, VdOD•(i--ja/2•)•A(B--4jO) ]1 

(38) 

This formula reduces to the following when the 
spacing distance L is taken equal to zero, 

--2•We B --4jO 
ER n .... Eo A. (39) 

Ac (A q-B) --4jO 

Note that all quantities involving the constants 
of the coupling material have vanished from the 
equation. 

Expression (39) can be further simplified to 

E• a = -- (Z•/Z,+Z•,) 

XI-(B-4j0)/(A + B) --4jO-]Ej> A. (40) 

Now if we let 

- (pc Vc/o 1/) (1 -ja/2•r) (40 +j(A +B)) 
tan-• 

1 + (p, Vc/p V) 2(I --ja/2•)•A (B -- 4jO) 
=a-j0. 

formula (38) can be written 

C tt 
ERa = .E•A. 

sin { (2•r(L/X) +a) -j(a(L/X) +b) } 
(42) 

The absolute value of the ratio of voltage ampli- 
tudes, •E•n/E• a [ then becomes 

[Eea/E• I = [ C"[/{ sin { (2•(L/X) +a) 

}l. (43) 

This •pression can be reduced to the following 
form by expansion of the sine function 

I I = C"/[cosh:(.(z/x) 

--cos•(2v(L/X) +a)]t. (44) 

Very convenient upper and lower bounding 
functions can be obtained for (44) by considering 

the envelope of the family of curves represented 
by expression (44) with the quantity "a" as the 
variable parameter. The quantities a and b are 
considered fixed in value. 

This envelope can be obtained by the ordinary 
procedure of considering (44) and the expression 
which results from partial differentiation of (44) 
with respect to "a" as a set of two simultaneous 
equations from which "a" is to be eliminated. 
We proceed as follows. Upon differentiating (44) 
partially with respect to "a" we obtain 

2•r cos(2•r(L/X) +a) sin(2•r(L/X) +a) 
•---0. 

[-cosh'(a(L/X) +b) -- cos"2•r(L/X) +a)-]l 

This yields 
sin2 (2;r(L/X) +a) = 0. 

Therefore, 

2•(L/X) +a = (mr/2) n = 0, 1, 2.--. 

One envelope function is obtained by choosing 
even values for n and another is obtained for odd 

values of n. If n is even the following function 
results upon elimination of "a" from (44), 

[ERa/E•a{• = [C"l/sinh(a(L/X)+b). (44a) 

If n is odd we obtain the following: 

IEn•/EMI•*= I U'l/cosh("(L/X)+b). (44b) 

The characteristics of the formula (44) and the 
bounding functions (44a) and (44b) will be 
pointed out with the aid of the illustration pre- 
sented below. 

IlL APPLICATION Ogl THE GENERAL 

ANALYSIS 

Formula (38) will now be applied to the par- 
ticular system consisting of 1" square x cut 
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quartz crystals with a first resonant frequency 
of 930 kc and with COz gas as the coupling 
medium. Reference should be made to Fig. 5 for 
a schematic diagram of the arrangement. The 
quantities A and B can be computed from the 
formulas given in the accompanying paper on 
low loss crystal systems. 

Formula (35) of that paper can be written as 
follows, where A has been substituted for the 
quantity Zn/Zo as indicated previously in this 
paper; 

A = (40o/Q'.•) - (oV/t•cVc), if Q'a>>l, (45) 

where Q'a is the ratio of the impedance at anti- 
resonance (maximum electrical impedance) to the 
impedance at resonance (minionurn electrical im- 
pedance). The quantity 00 is defined by the 
expression 

O, = vz / Zo( I /•oC,). (46) 

The results of a computation of the numerical 
values for the quantities in (38) follow. 

1-in. square plate Lc=0.120-in. (thickness), 
Dielectric constant=4.5 (air= 1), 

Co = 8.34•uf or 8.34(10) -l• farad, 
= (als)a d& 
= 0.176 (6.43 (10) -.4)/0.305 (1 
= 3.71(10) -z Coulomb/meter, 

o,V•=15.2(lO)Sgram/cmZsec. or 15.2(10) a kg/ 
(meter) • sec., 

Zo = A,o• 17c -- 9.8 (10) a kg/sec., 
0o = 2.89(10) -a (dimensionless). 

If we choose a value of 60 for the ratio Q' for 
each crystal, the value of A and B is 1.64(10)-L 
This follows from Eq. (45). The resonant fre- 
quency is very closely given by the condition 
•/•=•r. If the capacity Cg of the load across the 
detector crystal is 150•f, the value of 0 is 
1.52(10)-L 

A =B = 1.64(10) -4, 0 = 1.52(10) -•, 

(0V)co:=52.5 gram/cm-'sec. or 5.25(10) z kg/ 

(meter) z sec. at 20øC. 

When these values are inserted into (38) the 
following equation results if the value of a is 
chosen equal to 0.10. 

Ea a = -En •. (47) 
sin E2•(L/X) -j(0.10) (L/X) -j(0.072) + 71.6ø-1 

If we collect real and imaginary parts we obtain 

En a = Eo a. (48) 
sin [-(2•r(L/X) + 71.6 ø) -j(0.10(L/X) + 0.072)-1 

This is in the form of Eq. (42). By observation of (44) the expression (48) yields the following for 
the ratio of voltage amplitudes, 

Fcosh ' (0.10 (L/X) + 0.072) - cos • ( 2 •r (L/X) + 71.6 ø) ]t' 

The quantity (1/I C"I)IEa/Eo I is plotted in 
Fig. 6 as a function of the spacing distance 
between the crystals in wave-lengths. The 
bounding functions also indicated on the graph 
can be obtained from expressions (44a) and (44b). 

The value of I c"l can be obtained by utilizing 
the formulas given above. When these are com- 
bined together into one expression the following 
form results 

-- 2 •/Zo 

(A'- (. V0Z(1/1 

{ I - IZod(1 -ja/2a')/O V-J'} « 

-j/.,(co+co 
(49) 

(Z0/•') (B/4) -j/,.,( Co+ Cr)' 
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Z3 

FIG. 6. Typical curve of the ratio of receiver voltage to driver voltage as a function of the crystal spacing in wave-lengths 
for a highly absorbing medium. 

We can obtain the value of C 't upon inserting 
the values given above. The absolute value is 
then readily obtained. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

Some of the general characteristics of the 
formula (44) and its bounding functions can be 
discussed and illustrated by means of the graph 
in Fig. 6. XVe will first indicate those properties 
which are characteristic of the general formula. 
Many other authors have considered this type of 
function in detail. However, for the sake of com- 
pleteness a discussion is included here. We are 
concerned with the following: 

(a) Spacing between maxima and minima, 
(b) Slope at maxima and minima, 
(c) Relative sharpness of peaks and troughs, 
(d) Flatness of the function over certain intervals. 

Consider first the spacings between maxima and 
minima. It can be readily seen from the graph in 
Fig. 6 that when the standing wave ratio is high 

the maxima and minima fall practically on the 
bounding functions. However, when the standing 
wave ratio is small the maxima and minima are 

shifted off the bounding function. For example, 
in the region of L/X values around 23 the graph 
shows that the shift is of the order of 0. l wave- 

length. This means that the maxima and the 
minima are unequally spaced. The distance 
between maxima becomes smaller as the spacing 
distance increases and the distance between 

minima increases. The distances between the 

points of tangency with the bounding function is 
constant and equal to one half wave-length. 

It can be readily shown by differentiation of 
formula (44) and it is also clear from the figure 
that the slope of the function both at the maxi- 
mum and at the minimum points is equal to zero. 

Concerning the question of the relative sharp- 
ness of the peaks and troughs of the function, it 
can be seen from the figure that when the 
standing wave_ratio is_high the peaks are very 
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much sharper than the troughs. As the standing 
wave ratio decreases the shape of the peaks and 
the troughs becomes more nearly the same. 

It can be seen from the graph that there exists 
a region of wave-length spacings such that the 
function is relatively constant or fiat over certain 
intervals in this region. For the case illustrated 
in the graph this occurs in the neighborhood of 
wave-length spacings around 23. A region of this 
Wpe exists for every such function. Its position 
in spacing distance is determined by the absorp- 
tion coefficient a. 

A few comments which are restricted to the 

particular case considered in the section on 
application of the general analysis are now in 
order. The value 0.10 of the pressure absorption 
coefficient a is relatively high. It corresponds for 
example to a CO2 water vapor mixture excited 
acoustically in the region of high absorption. The 
maximum value of the pressure absorption coef- 
ficient resulting from vibrational energy transfer 
in CO2, H•O mixtures is about 0.15. From the 
graph we note that the ratio of the pick-up 
voltage at the first peak to that at a spacing of 
25 to 26X is about 50. 

From an experimental point of view there are 
various ways to obtain the wave-length and the 
absorption coefficient from the experimental 
data. For example, if there is sufficient informa- 
tion to plot a decay curve then the envelopes 
can be sketched in, and an accurate value of the 
wave-length can be obtained by determining the 

distance between two points of contact on the 
envelope curves. It is clear that the whole curve 
need not be taken. Only the sections at the two 
points of contact are needed. Obviously the 
number of maxima in between must be known. 

A fairly good value of the absorption coef- 
ficient can be quickly obtained by taking an 
average of the two envelope curves after they 
have approached one another fairly closely and 
noting the rate of decay per wave-length of this 
average curve. For example, in Fig. 6 if an 
average of the two envelope curves is taken at 
15X and at 25X we obtain the pressure absorption 
coefficient per wave-length as follows. (We 
assume the average is closely proportional to 
•--aLIx. ) 

0.417 =ce -•a•', 0.153 =ce --øs". 

Dividing these two expressions we obtain 

e •ø= = 2.73. 

Therefore 

a=0.10. 

This checks with the value for which the curve 

was plotted. 
In some experimental arrangements only the 

differences between the amplitudes of the 
maxima and minima are known accurately. Ap- 
propriate formulas can be derived from the 
general results of this paper which will enable 
the observer to obtain values of the absorption 
coefficient from such data. 

SUMMARY OF FORMULAS FOR INTERFEROMETER 

The main formulas derived in this paper can be summarized as follows: 
The general expression for the voltage across the receiver crystal is 

ER B • 
Z,? WEU• 

-J•D A • 
(1 -- [Z.E(1 --jot/2a-)/p V] •) • r,,,L L 

cos tT-ja•-j tanh-'(Z,a(1-jot/2•r>/I• V) ] 
where W• is given by either formula (16a), (17a), or (18a), Ui is given by either formula (2), (4), 
or (7), Z• a is given by either formula (10), (11), or (14). 

When the two crystals have equal resonant frequencies and are equal in area and 'r•--•r, the 
voltage across the receiver crystal is 

.J•D A 
sin { (2•(L/X) +a) -j(a(L/X) +b) } 
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or in absolute value form 

where 

and 

Eoal - [-cosh2 (a(L/X) -t-b) - cosa(2•r (L/X) q-a) ]I' 

(-2e/Zo)C 

APPENDIX I 

Acoustic Impedance Relations 

In this appendix we tabulate the expressions for pressure, 
particle velocity, and acoustic impedance for a medium 
exalted by a plane sound wave. 

The relations given here are similar to those given by 
Morse in his book, Vibration and Sound. The differences in 
sign arise from the use of the sign convention e +i• instead 
of the e -i'•t used by Morse. These relations are: 

. [ jo•x (x-a)l . t 
(a) P=2P+•.e-• sinht•b--'-•--a "X 

ß 2P+• ß/ et r joox (x--a)] . t (b) •=-•-V•-•[,1-j•)cosh½--V-o•C-l• • . 

(c) z-., 
APPENDIX II 

Notation 

Roman Symbols 
•1 Ratio of impedances or a sum of such ratios 
A• Area of crystal 
Co Clamped capacity of crystal 
Cr• Capacity of electrical load across receiver crystal 
d Piezoelectric constant 

Ea a Voltage across driver crystal 

En n Voltage across receiver crystal 
f Frequency 
i Current 

L Spacing distance between crystals 
L• Thickness of crystal 
_P Pressure 

_P+ Pressure amplitude 
Q• Quality factor 
s Elastic constant 

V Sound velocity 
V• Sound velocity in crystal 
x Space coordinate 

Z. 't Input mechanical impedance into holder of crystal A 
Zn s Input mechanical impedance into holder of crystal B 
Z• s Input acoustic impedance into crystal B 
Zo 

Zat •t Mechanical impedance of load on crystal A 
Z• Electrical input impedance at resonance 
Z•, Electrical input impedance at antiresonance 

Greek Symbols 
a Acoustic pressure absorption coefficient per wave- 

length 
.•, ooL,/ V, 
a r.d(d/s) 

oo •/•C•Zu 
o 
•, d/s(A,/&) 
• density 
• particle displacement. 


